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u SMART 10

TEN ANSWERS FOR TEN QUESTIONS

Dagmar de Cassan
The quiz game for me! Refreshingly new and cleverly
implemented! And I hope that the call for expansion
sets is answered soon!

SMART 10
WHICH ONES ARE CORRECT?

Look, a new Quiz game! New? Why? How?
Well, take a look, here is the Smartbox
showing the question - a country in South
America. Easy-peasy, I start to name them,
but, stop, I am not asked to name countries - the circular gap in the Smartbox
shows the central statement “is a country
in South America” and, around that statement, a ring of ten flags. In turn, beginning with the starting player, each player
takes out one of the black marker buttons
and reveals , in this case, either a green tick
- which means, that the flag next to that
tick belongs to a country in South America - or a red x for a flag, that does not belong to a country in South America. If you
guessed correctly, you keep the marker
and hand the Smartbox to the next player.
If you were wrong, you pass for the round
and lose all markers, that you might have
collected earlier in the round. Instead of
taking a marker button, you can also pass
and keep markers collected so far. The box
is handed around until all marker buttons
have been taken or all have passed. Then
you mark your result of the round with the
wheel at the symbol that you selected at
the start, located in a corner of the box.
The marker buttons are put back into the
Smartbox and a new question is inserted.
The Team or the player who reaches 15
points first, wins.
Oh, and, by the way, there isn’t always
the same number of correct and wrong
answers and there are also other types of
questions - for instance, sort the authors
that have been most often translated,
from 1 to 10, or give the family names of

pairs of siblings or name the main color of
a flower, or, or, or? Who knows how many
journey Columbus took, or the number of
actors who played Batman, or the box office results, corrected by inflation, of films.
The categories for questions are true/
false, sequence, Century/Decade, Color
and Others for names, words, titles, etc. All
in all, there are 2000 answers to 200 questions on 100 cards.
I love this game! Not only is the mechanism refreshingly new, the questions are
very cleverly selected, too - which news
agency for which country? Which novel
was written by Jane Austen? Development Studios of computer games? Everybody has a chance; the topics are very varied and fu, and as in each good quiz game
you learn a lot on the go. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: A. Steinwender, C. Reiser
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

2-8
AGE:

10+
TIME:

20+

EVALUATION
Quiz
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fi pl se
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Innovative and creative * New way to
answer quiz questions * Excellent selection
of questions * Compact packaging * Easy to
take along
Compares to:
First game of its kind

My rating:

Other editions:
Asmodee (en), Martinex (fi), Mindok (cz), Peliko (se),
Trefl (pl)
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DADDY WINCHESTER / MY LINES FOR WIN t

REVIEW

REDISTRIBUTION OF HIS INHERITANCE

DADDY WINCHESTER
LAND FOR AUCTION

Daddy Winchester was a king of crooks and
swindlers and therefore filthy rich, and due
to his reputation he has found an unusual
way to settle his legacy. The money must
stay in the family, but its distribution must
be renewed. He has left a map of his real estate and starting capital for each of his offspring which now assemble for the auction.
There are 19 lots for desert, prairie, and
forest, bisected by railway and river, and
there is a saloon somewhere on its own.
You begin with 8000 $ starting capital and
two Secret Goal cards. Ship and locomotive
start on any segment; Five „Open Goals“ are
placed on top of stacks of money.
The active player draws a lot and then all
can, in turn, bid/raise bid or pass. The highest bid wins the lot. If nobody bids, the active player must buy the lot for 1000 $. The
successful bid is dealt evenly to all players in
tranches of 1000$, any surplus money goes
into the Saloon. The new owner of the los
resolves the bonus of the lot and, for mine
or ranch, receives the respective card and
income. When acquisition of the lot meets
one or more „Open Goals“, you take the
money under those cards. When all lots
have been auctioned, you win with most
money from completed Secret Goals, cash
and a bonus for most lots owned.
This alone would make Daddy Winchester a
rather nice auction game, but the real fun is
in the details: there is, for instance, the duel
- once in the game you can, if you are one of
two remaining bidders in the auction, use
your duel tile - you and your opponent draw
one duel card each; if you got the loaded
gun, you win the auction! Then there are
the bonus actions after a buy, represented
by the bonus tiles on the lots which you pick
up after acquisition: Ship/Locomotive - you
can move one of them, they yield 1000$
for adjacent lots. For the Saloon bonus tile,
you take the money in the saloon, albeit
not the sum maybe deposited there earlier
in your turn by you; this sum remains in the
saloon for the next lucky one. The bonus tile

“Rumor“ lets you look at a face-down card
of your choice, e.g. check a “Secret Goal” of
another player.
Dagmar de Cassan
Generic auction game, enlivened with cute and witty
details, a nice story and fantastic graphic design and
components
The real challenge here is to raise the bid
in an auction, while you have money, and
then pass before you have to buy in order
to profit from the high price paid by someone else ... unless, of course, you need the
lot urgently to meet a secret goal. But then,
of course again, all others can use this strategy, too, so tactics are in demand, too ....
and don’t forget, quick many from an open
goal is also an option. Good, cute, witty fun
in Wild West with a plethora of options to
come into money. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION
Designer: Jérémy Pinget
Artist: Sylvain Aublin
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

PLAYERS:

3-5
AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

EVALUATION
Auction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Generic mechanisms per se * Cute, witty,
well-working details * Interesting mechanisms for generating capital * Exceedingly
attractive components and graphics

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Spiel der Spiele and Spiele Hits 2020! Our
commission has made its selection and also
introduced two novelties - there are now
awards for two new categories: Card games,
this is meant to mirror the wide variety of
games in this genre, those games sometimes
are overlooked when awards are presented.
Our second new category are Trend games we are asked again and again by journalists or
interested gamers for trends in games; for this
first award we have selected three trends and
chosen one highlight of each for an award Logic Puzzles, Roll & Write games and Exit/
Escape Room Games. This year again, selection was difficult due to the plethora of
games to select from and we hope that you
will like many of our selections and will have
fun playing them.
Again, the joint edition of Frisch Gespielt!
And WIN is also available as a print edition in
German, see www.frisch-gespielt.at. I hope
that you will stay with us and continue to read
our magazines.

Compares to:
Auction games in general
Other editions:
Blue Orange (en + de en es fr it nl pt)

Have fun reading and playing and stay safe
and well!

My rating:

Issues of fin can be downloaded from
http://www.gamesjournal.at

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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u TINY TOWNS

BUILD YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL TOWN

TINY TOWNS

surroundings and with their interdependence with other buildings; the information is on the cards on display, so take a
good look at those cards at the start of the

URBAN DEVELOPMENT WITH CUBES AND CARDS
Tiny Town is justly named; the city that we
build is tiny and we have only 4x4 slots on
our board to build our town. Therefore,
we need to plan our building and always
try to use interdependences between
buildings. But before we can build, the
designer has assigned us the task of collecting resources to build our houses
with. The game features 25 building cards,
showing icons for the building type, colored squares for the necessary resources
and their arrangement - there are five
resources, wood, wheat, brick, glass, and
stone - as well as icons / text for the effects
of the building.
At the start of the game the Cottage card
is laid out, all other buildings are stacked
by type, face-down, and the top card of
each stack is revealed; those buildings are
the ones available for this game. Rounds
in the game comprise four phases; every
player must have completed the current
phase before a new one begins.
Phase 1 is discovering resources; the top
resources card is revealed. In Phase 2, resource placement, you take one resource
of the revealed type and put it into your

town on a free slot. In rounds 3, 6, 9 etc. no
resource card is revealed, each player takes
one resource of his choice from stock. If
you can place a resource, you must take
it. Phase 3 - Building; if you have resources
of the necessary type in the arrangement
necessary for one of the buildings, you can
build it by giving back the resources and
placing the building on one of the slots
previously occupied by the resources.
The building ability can now be used. You
can build each of the displayed buildings
as often as you want, if you have room
for it; the only exception is the Memorial
that you selected at the start, you can only
build this once. But take care - each building reduces the room for resources! You
need not use resources, even if you could,
but can keep them on the board for later
use. When all players have filled all slots
with buildings or resources, the game
ends. You remove all resources and score
your buildings for interdependence minus
empty slots in town.
Another game that is not as simple as it
looks at first glance, because the values of
buildings change dramatically with their

Dagmar de Cassan
Interesting and lots of fun with few components
and few basic rules; the allure is in the plethora of
building interdependence and the many possible
building combinations for a game.
game; only the Cottage is a fixture, all other buildings appear randomly in a game.
By the way, to copy your neighbor will
only give you the same amount of points!
Tiny Towns is, of course, a multiplayer solitaire game, but a particularly good one! I
like the idea and its implementation. That
I have to allocate up to five slots on my
board to resources before placing a building on only one of them, is a very clever
mechanism! þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Peter McPherson
Artist: M. Paquette, J. Töpfer, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: AEG / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

1-6
AGE:

14+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
City building
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it kr nl pl th
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Good minimal rules * Lots
of interdependence between buildings * (c)
Images Henk Rolleman
Compares to:
City building games using individual boards

My rating:

Other editions:
AEG (en), Broadway Toys (cn), White Goblin Games
(nl), Lucky Duck Games (fr), Raven Distribution (it),
Korea Boardgames (kr), All in Games (pl), Arrakis,
Fractal Juegos (es), Lanialan (th)
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WASSERKRAFT / GABIS t

AT THE START OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

WASSERKRAFT
PATIENCE MEANS SUCCESS!

About a hundred years ago, Tesla revolutionized the production / winning of
energy with is inventions, which are now,
shortly after World War I, are about to be
implemented in the French Alps in the
guise of huge water power stations that
are meant to bring in progress.
Pipelines and first massive dams have
been constructed, but conduits and
powerhouse installations are still missing.
Some money needs to be invested here
until the Tesla Coils will work efficiently however, the competition is not asleep!
Which company will manage to operate
the most profitable supply contracts who harnesses best the power of water?
Four boards - double-sided map, Patent
Office Board, Management Board and
Energy Track, four Company Boards with
four Construction Wheels , seven Executive Officer Tiles and any number of partially company-related, detail-enamored
designed wooden components and tiles no wonder that the box is large and thick.
“Grrr, that will probably mean monstrous
rules!“ - Not at all! The rules are not short,
but easily understood, comprehensible
and really not too difficult - bravo!
In each of the five rounds you need to
construct more and more dams and conduits on the huge board, showing three
river valleys, in order to win more and
more energy from the held-back water
- very atmospherically represented by
wooden water drops - in the power houses, which enables us to advance again
on the energy track in each round. This
is a deciding factor for the income of the
round, turn order of players and even the
acquisition of victory points and represents the continually growing challenge
that fuels the competitive upgrading.
But before workers can be placed on a
the „activate power station“ slots, you
need a power house, connected by a
pipeline, equipped with a conduit, to a
storage reservoir featuring a neutral dam

www.gamesjournal.at

or one of your own dams - and, of course,
water. At this point the latest, you understand that, if you do not love to plan and
plan well, you will be quickly out of your
depth. Solo efforts or lone wolf behavior
will not work well here either, as resources are too scarce for that and cooperation - even if related to certain situations
only - can be of an advantage, as you may
use other players’ conduits - not, however
dams or power houses - for a fee and victory point.
Thomas Bareder
Highly complex, challenging even for experts, featuring innovative mechanisms and attractive design
- definitely one of the highlight of the year!

Therefore, place workers on your company’s construction sites, start constructing and put the construction on
the board immediately. You pay costs
with excavators and concrete mixers,
not with money, and the costs depends
on the location of the construction side;
dams, for instance, are more expensive in
mountains than on plains or hill terrain,
and for conduits the cost refers to the usable production value. Costs? Well more
used capacities than costs, because you
get them back, as you do workers, albeit
not, like the workers, at the start of the
next round, but only after a complete run
through all six segments of the construction Wheel, which coherently simulates
resources blocking - a very well-working
mechanism.
Soon you are out of all your starting capital and you keep asking yourself if you
will see land at any point. Even after the
second round, victory point losses are
not rare, if you do not meet the demand
in energy production - maybe because
outwitted by clever tacticians among
your fellow players or maybe due to planning mistakes, which cannot be ruled out

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u WASSERKRAFT

due to the complexity of the game. With
such planning mistake you can really get
behind, pre-empting the outcome, but
there are chances for a comeback due
to the bonuses from meeting the openly
displayed, always refilled government
contracts, free building of a conduit,
advancing the building wheel or re-arranging turn order based on amounts of
energy produced in the previous round
as well as from unlocking bonuses and,
finally, due to the chief engineer advantages that are effective in the various
phases of the game - low-priced building
of dams, more effective water storage or
minimum energy production, which is
also good for the flow of the game and
is a deterrent to stereotype game play.
Therefore, do not run out of money if
possible, keep an eye on the water flow,
cooperate at some point but also put a
dam under the opponent’s nose up-river
to sabotage his energy production, while
taking into consideration the building
options of your fellow player - and most
important of all - keep an eye on energy
production and the advancement in victory points! Grandiose!

and yet, as regards to rules, an enjoyably simple, interactive worker placement game exclusively for adult experts,
who want to test themselves. The game
is felicitous as regards to flair as well as
regards to design and enchants us with
innovative mechanisms, good balancing,
well-regulated chance element as well
as - thanks to individual, slightly varying starting set-ups - with a richness of
variants, in-game depth, and empirical
realism. Nothing falls into your lap in this
game, and mistakes are very rarely forgiven. Surely one of THE genre highlights
of this year! þ
Thomas Bareder

INFORMATION
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1-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Worker Placement, action drafting
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it kr ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Exceedingly complex game * Relatively
simple rules * Attractive design * Innovative
mechanisms * (c) Image Yuho Lee (BGG)
Compares to:
All complex worker placement and development games
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (en it), Crown Games (ru), Game
Harbor (cn), Intrafin (fr), Maldito (es), sternenschimmermeer (kr)

Wasserkraft is a highly complex game,

6

PLAYERS:

Designer: S. Luciani, T. Battista
Artist: Antonio De Luca
Price: ca. 70 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2020
www.feuerland-spiele.de

My rating:

REVIEW

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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REVIEW

XXX t

BLUE LEAF TIPS FOR QUILLS

Dagmar de Cassan
Simply marvelous. A game for toddlers just as it
should be!

IGELFREUNDE
LOOKING FOR COLOFUL LEAVES!

www.gamesjournal.at

If you do not want to pull a leaf out of a
hedgehog or cannot do so, you pull a leaf
out of the bag. The hedgehog that carries
all seven leaves in his color has the most
beautiful quill costume and wins.
Enchanting components, stable and cute,
the frame colors of the glasses to mark the
quill color are a nice idea! Game mechanics are simple and quickly explained and
the colors are easily distinguished. Haba at
its best and how we love it! þ
Dagmar de Cassan

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

INFORMATION
Designer: Felix Beukemann
Artist: Anna-Lena Kühler
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2020
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

EVALUATION
Memo, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components * Simple mechanism * Hedgehogs can stay assembled *
First tactical considerations
Compares to:
Chance-driven memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

My rating:

Baby hedgehogs want to have quills, but
theirs baby are too soft and so they use
pointed leaves in their favorite colors for a
quill costume. The enchanting hedgehogs
are assembled - they remain assembled at
the end of the game and fit nicely into the
box - and each hedgehog is given a colored eyeglass frame, the frame color denotes the leaf color for the quill costume.
All leaves show two pointed tips, with a
different color at each tip, the middle of
the leaves is always green.
You roll the die - for one or two leaf symbols you draw one or two leaves from the
bag and put them on the table - if one of
the two tips of a leaf fits the color frame of
your hedgehog’s glasses, you put the leaf
into the hedgehog, frame color visible. If
none of the colors suits your hedgehog,
you hand the leaf to a player with a suitable frame color. There are always all four
hedgehogs in play, so that each leaf can
always be placed.
If you roll the symbol of the Wind, you
pull a leaf from another player’s hedgehog and look at the color that was hidden in the hedgehog - if it is the color of
your own hedgehog’s frame, you put the
leaf into your hedgehog; if not, you put it
into the hedgehog of the revealed color.

3
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u MARCO POLO II - IM AUFTRAG DES KHAN

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL WITH JADE!

MARCO POLO II – IM AUFTRAG DES KHAN
DICE-ROLLING ONWARDS-MEANDERING
Travelling for years from Venice to Beijing despite experiencing only superficial
contacts with any Tom, Dick, and Harry;
and must everything on those trips really
focus only on cash, money, and camels this KHAN definitely not have been all, or
KHAN it?

Right, because now there is also Jade!
And with Jade we can not only explore
completely new routes and cities (among
them also the ones that we have encountered in other games, “Jaipur”, “Kashgar”
and “Xanadu”), Jade is also extremely valuable in bartering and in meeting orders
that are very rich in victory points.
In this new version, we may roll again before travelling and place or dice in turn on
the various slots of the board, later joining a slot, if at all allowed, costs coins - already in 2015, „Auf den Spuren von Marco
Polo“ established a new benchmark for
„Dice-Placement“ (Deutscher Spielepreis,
among others), and this central mechanism is also to be found in the sequel and
in Part II.
If more or less static operations were possible in the predecessor game, and to be
successful with only completing orders,
simple staying at home can never be
enough here. Hard core travel fiends will
find that staying at home are barred from
access to the orders that still have a particularly important role to play. Furthermore, you can garner quite a lot of extra
points at the end of the game when you
have a very visible presence in cities. This
part of the game has been very much

8
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better implemented than with the former
very restricted requirements which were in
demand for reaching various cities; each of
the 15 cities now shows one of nine crests,
and the more of them you can occupy with
one of your trade posts, the more points
you score - and additional crests can also
be acquired
via other elements in the
game.
Traveling
costs
can
now be even
higher,
but
on the other
hand it is easier to acquire
raw materials
without impeding on the
thrilling scarcity economy
and the various decision dilemmas. “Guild” tokens are
a new feature; they are, on the one hand,
in demand for various travel routes, and,
on the other hand - after their upgrade also are available to provide extra income
and victory points. A pleasant aspect in the
acquisition of those “Guild “ tokens is that,
with them, there is also a possibility that
the one or the other Jade piece is available,
which in turn serves as the “engine” for
trading other raw materials. Also brilliantly
and elegantly resolve is the variability in
the general placement slots, in the market
offer that partially changes with changing
rounds as well as via two “city cards” which
are directly available for all to make use of
them to resolve special and exclusive actions in each round.
The Magnificent Seven?
The seven new characters - who, again,
provide us with various special abilities - of
course provide ample food for discussion
if or who is (too) weak or strong; when in
doubt, better play with all of them. And
very pleasant for the „veterans“ among
us - the „older“ characters are partially
compatible with this version, and it is also
mentioned that games with five players
(using the first expansion „Die Gefährten
des Marco Polo“) should be possible, albeit

- due to the Venice board in there - rather
idiosyncratic as regards to topic.
Harald Schatzl
„Marco Polo II“ is a varied, very tactical-strategic resources managment and travel / development game
using dice placement as main mechanism, meant for
experienced players. Again, very opulently equipped
and exceedingly well designed is somewhat
„rounder“ and less frustration prone to play than the
previous version and therefore - due to a somewhat
higher complexity - easier to access.

As the new board contains more information, it looks - at first glance - like a graphically somewhat overloaded „Spot ....“ image, but you get used to it rather quickly.
The design of the wooden components
is now more practical („bigger“ now is really „bigger“). The rules are, again, very well
structured, even if there is already a FAQ
file for some questions about the rules, the
use of symbols is very intuitive and even
solitaire travelers are provided on the publisher’s homepage with a solitaire version.
þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: D. Tascini, S. Luciani
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 55 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2020
www.hans-im-glueck.de

PLAYERS:

(1) 2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Dice placement, resources management
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es it kr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Improved game components * Good new
ideas * Very much recommended for “Marco
Polo Newbies” * Game components from
the previous edition can be partially used
* Thematically less harmonious * (c) Image
Henk Rolleman
Compares to:
Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo, Bora Bora, Coimbra,
Rajas of the Ganges
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Devir (es), Giochi Uniti (it),
Korea Boardgames (kr), Swan Panasia (cn),
Z-Man (en)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

My rating:

REVIEW
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PARIS - NEW EDEN t

AGAIN, AND AGAIN, AND AGAIN …

PARIS - NEW EDEN
… CA-TA-STRO-PHS!

Climatic changes, overfishing and litter
pollution of oceans, extinction of species
(flora and fauna, that is), final financial
crash and of course, pandemics. Now we
are confronted, in an absolutely original
alternative, with a sudden jungle-like „revegetation“ of Paris - but instead of enjoying this unique event nature is providing,
we are tasked with rebuilding and covering everything with concrete again.
Although, the view of an Eiffel Tower completely overgrown with plants and a view
of Notre Dame in the same state are rather
pretty to behold. Furthermore, our player
personality enjoys twenty special dice,
which enable us to acquire farmers, healers, sages, tinkerers, or brawlers and which
we can also use to set up building (cards)
in each round. Healers give us green
buildings, tinkerers orange ones, ands so
one, whereby the number of color-corre-

www.gamesjournal.at

sponding dice faces determines the order
of selection - a faster variant of an auction,
so to say. The sixth side of the dice carries
a joker symbol, ensuring that the five auction results of a round are not too predictable, as you can use it to boost any color of
your choice.
At the start of the round, dice are already
placed on the five slots on the board and
are taken (or drafted, that is), one by one
by players - in combination with the advantage or effect of the corresponding
slot on the board - as regards to game mechanics, you could call this an “inverted”
worker or dice placement.
Very much in demand is the Train Station: With the die there you receive an
additional survivor in the guise of a token.
Those tokens, too, can be used in the auctions at the end of the round. Contrary to
dice, those tokens remain with you, which

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

REVIEW

is basically positive, but increases the difficulty of providing food for all your own
survivors. This dilemma is especially difficult in case of the “joker” tokens: As those
- contrary to the other five colors - do
not have a profession, they are, after the
auction, more or less only a “scrounging”
liability, unless you are able to accrue a
Harald Schatzl
An interactive, tactical-strategic development, collecting and auction game with a relevant element of
chance, also for casual gamers and families, teenage
age up, with gaming experience, also because the
flair is - despite the topic - very constructive and positive. Take care: Intervention is possible. The design
is really pretty, the mechanism less innovative, but
quickly played - the imminent pondering danger can
lengthen the game.

few points for those scroungers from one
or the other mission/order card. If you
do not have enough food to provide for
all your survivors on building cards and/
or person tokens, you can acquire tins
in the Restaurant, which are however,
only good for a once-only use. In case of
the Bridge, which represents a symbolic
connection to the end of the game - you
may select one of three face-down mis-
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sion/order card; besides potential victory
points at the end of the game the respective stack holds cards which represent additional buildings and can be played for
free when certain requirements are met.
The City Center offers you, among others, access to equipment tokens, which
are useful for the completion of mission/
order cards and also for use in the current
event of the round. And at the Eiffel Tower you can influence the current event of
the round - there are three options at the
beginning, of which at first one and then
in due course another one is eliminated;
in this way, you can create an advantage
for yourself or interfere with your fellow
players.
Eventual ties in the “auctions” for the individual buildings are resolved, more or less
peacefully, with the help of cricket bats
(!), which are available at the City Center
for the quickest player, as is the starting
player marker for the following round.
The buildings, much coveted by all - in a
game of three or four players there are,
after all, only one building less than there
are players on offer - harbor survivors,
some of them with a profession or with
equipment, some unfortunately without,
and are the means of scoring points - on
the one hand via the finally completed
mission/task cards, and the other hand

10
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via events. For those, you should have
a certain number and combination of
survivors and their equipment at hand,
garnered from building cards and/or person tokens. The orange-colored Tinkerer
buildings, in turn, offer various special
abilities for personal use for the rest of the
game; and the blue Farmer are exclusively
intended for the feeding of your own survivors, who, after all, want to be fed sufficiently and victory-point-promisingly.
There are, however, no penalties or loss of
victory points in case of malnutrition.
Sensible and meaningful grabbing and
gathering seems to be in order once again;
due to the gradually accumulating cards
and tiles/tokens in the respective display,
you may easily lose a good survey in the
fourth and all-deciding round, and, therefore, the determination of interim results
of other players, which you need to know
for the completion of your own orders,
can turn out to be very time-intensive and
slow down procedures. For instance, there
are mission/order cards which reward a
majority of farmers, or healers, or tinkerers
etc. with victory points at the end of the
game. The painstaking counting of those,
however, is impeded by the distribution of
the respective symbols, they can be found
printed on various building cards as well
as on person tokens, which all are prob-

ably lying around
helter-skelter and
rather chaotically
in the displays of
other players.
Order and structure, therefore, is
already half the
battle, or, in this
case, half of survival! And if you
want to consider
all eventualities
properly for every single dice selection, this is felt
to be more of an
emotional drag
than the apocalypse featuring in
the background
story. Or you let
yourself be guided by your intuition and simply take a
random die! þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: L. Maublanc, F. Grenier
Artist: Agnès Ripoche
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Matagot 2019
www.matagot.com

AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Dice drafting, auction, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good rules, but no German ones * Usually quickly played, danger of pondering *
Graphics not to everybody’s taste * Good
box insert * Best for three or four players * (c)
Image Wouter Debisschop (BGG)
Compares to:
Dice drafting games with worker placement, “Outlive” for topic
Other editions:
Currently none

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

My rating:

REVIEW
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DER FUCHS IM WALD t

THE FOX STOLE THE TRICK ....

DER FUCHS IM WALD
... AND NOW I AM GOING TO TAKE IT!
Geese, chickens, rabbits - all of those he
likes to steal on occasion, but the stealing of tricks is usually not part of the core
competences of Reynard the Fox. In this
game for two players, however, it is. With
guile and wile the „Fox“ card of value 3
immediately changes, when played, the
current trump color - and gone is the supposed trick! Or vice verse! Tricks are only
conditionally positive.

winner is the foxy gamer who collected
21 points first. Beggar fans could have a
slight advantage.

Thirteen tricks are played, following the
usual basic rules - lead a trick, follow suit,
trick with trump. The game features three
suits with eleven cards each, all odd card
values have a special abilities, which put a
twist on some of the standard basic rules:
The Swan (Value 1) in a trick gives the loser of the trick the right to lead; the Woodcutter (value 5) allows you to swap a card
from your hand with the deck; if you trick
the Treasure (value 7), you score an extra
point. The fox, however, is the star!

For fans of cooperative game play, there
is the stand-alone „Duett“. Together, both
players try to collect the gems at the forest path. The team marker moves for every trick taken towards the winner of the
trick, according to the paw prints on the
cards that were played. Character abilities
of the odd card values can change the
direction of the team marker movement
or the movement range of the marker.
Playing the card of value 7 - the Gift - allows you to swap a card with the other
player immediately. The Fox - as we know
already - changes the current trump color.
When the team marker moves off the forest path, the path is shortened by one
tile for the rest of the game. This causes
restrictions. Four such forest tiles are available, an additional leaving of the path results in loss of the game for both players.
When all gems have been collected after

When all tricks have been played, a really clever scoring happens. 0 to 3 tricks
give the humble player a maximum of
six points, his opponent was to greedy
in taking 10 to 13 tricks and misses out.
7-9 tricks taken let you win and score six
points, too, the opponent reaps a consolation price. After a few deft games

Jörg Domberger
A rarity in the genre of trick-taking game, and in two
versions, too - competitive and - with Der Fuchs im
Wald Das Duett - also cooperative with joint tactics
and acquisition of information via the odd-value
cards.

maximum 30 tricks, a scoring happens
that is not complicated, but also not really
necessary.
Trick-taking games for two players are
rare. Besides Claim, there are now two
such games - Der Fuchs im Wald and Der
Fuchs im Wald - Das Duett - that manage
with a fewer special rules and offer lots
of fun to play. The „tricky competitive” fox
forces you into deceitful dodges and unexpected maneuvers, the „competitive”
fox introduces real, joint tactics to the
game. Special cards are used for mutual
information acquisition- þ
Jörg Domberger

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Joshua Buergel
Artist: J. L. Meyer, K. Pishney
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publ.: Schwerkraft-Verlag / Leichtkraft 2020
www.schwerkraft-verlag.de

2

AGE:

10+
TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Trick-taking
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr hu kr nl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Label Leichtkraft * Two stand-alone games *
Sophisticated mechanisms * Highly creative
scoring * (c) Image Good Ol’Max (BGG)
Compares to:
Trick taking games for Two, all in all first
game of its kind

My rating:

Other editions:
Foxtrot Games (en), Gen-X Games (es), Lavka Games
(ru), Mandoo Games (kr), Reflexshop (hu), Renegame
Game Studios (fr), White Goblin Games (nl)

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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u PARKS

FROM THE EVERGLADES TO YELLOWSTONE

PARKS

DISCOVER THE US NATIONAL PARKS
Along four hiking trails during four seasons, you collect memories and resources.
A trail is laid out, the gameboard shows
park cards, equipment cards, bottle cards
and season cards and you select one year
card out of two as your Personal Bonus for
the year, the show goals to fulfill. In your
turn you move one of your two hikers on a
new trail segment towards the exit and resolve the action - take marker (maximum
12), exchange markers, take photo, acquire water bottles, acquire wild animals,
etc. At the end of the path you can reserve
a park you want to visit, buy equipment,
or visit a park, one of the displayed one
or a reserved one. When all four seasons
are done, you win with most points from
parks you visited, photos and implemented personal goals from your Year card.
Dagmar de Cassan
A beautiful game with beautiful components and
very attractive and challenging mechanisms.
These core mechanisms become attractive and alive due to the beautiful, marvelous illustration on the one hand; a collection of illustrations called Fifty-Nine Parks
was used in the game, the rules mention
all the parks that are featured and the corresponding illustrators - I was fascinated
how closely those paintings capture the
flair and soul of the individual parks. On
the other hand, the game features impressive and painstakingly implement details
in the mechanisms.

For instance, you begin with a burning
campfire and must damp it out if you
want to enter an occupied trail segment;
it can be re-kindled at the start of a new
season. And you can, of course, only enter a segment if you can comply with the
action. There are weather markers on the
section, you take canteens at the viewpoints and can fill them with water markers you collect; you can discard markers to
take photos, swap markers for wild animal
jokers, and so on. Equipment also gives
you bonuses at trail segments and simplifies visits to parks - the effects of equipment are permanent and cumulating,
they lower the costs for a park visit. The
personal goals are also challenging, you
might need certain photos or symbols
in given distribution or a visit to six parks
with wood.
Parks is a far cry from a simple movement

game with events; you must work very
purposefully to get your necessary stock
of markers to be able to make the visits
to parks you want to make - the game is
an attractive mix of worker placement,
set collecting and, most of all, the very

planned and exact use of resources to
visit the parks. A beautiful game that plays
beautifully, also in the solo version featuring park rangers as a counterpart. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION
Designer: Henry Audubon
Artist: Fifty-Nine Parks
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2020
www.feuerland-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

1-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

40+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, resources
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very attractive illustrations * Haptically very
nice * Good mix of mechanisms * Needs
clever resources management * (c) Image
Chris H. (BGG)
Compares to:
Unique due to topic and illustrations

My rating:

Other editions:
Keymaster Games (en), Matagot (fr)

12
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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VOLL VERASSELT t

BUGS N A HEAP!

VOLL VERASSELT!
HOW CAN I GET RID OF THEM?

Bugs do party? How do I get rid of them? I
will collect them in a bug heap!
You put a bug of each of the four types
into your front Yard. Ten cards from the remaining mixed stack is are laid out in rows,
sorted by bug type, to form the bug hub.
All seven dice - each dice shows a symbol
for each of the four types of bug and two
double bar symbols - are laid out before
the first turn, all showing one of the double
bar symbols.
At the start of your turn you select the
group that you want to roll for - either the
bug hub or the catch of your predecessor;
you can boost the chosen group with as
many cards from your front yard as you
want and then take over the dice from your
predecessor, still showing his results. Then

8

you must select minimum four dice for
each of your rolls; after each roll all seven
dice count towards the result: You must be
able to match minimum one card to each
die with the same colored bug symbol in
your roll - if not, you have bugged up your
roll and receive two cards from the stack
for your front yard as a consolation price.
When you aimed for the catch of your predecessor, he now secures it for himself.
If you did not bug up, you shift one card
in each row away from the group to form
your own catch, and then decide if you do
another roll or stop. If you stop, you leave
your catch in place. If you rolled for the
catch of your predecessor, he now takes
the remaining cards in his catch = cards
that you did not shift into your own catch.
The next player then selects his group - if
he wants to roll for the bug hub, you as

the still active player secure your catch, or
else you leave it for your successor. The bug
hub is refilled. If you can secure a catch, you
may put up to six cards into your front yard,
but can also put all cards into your bug
heap. If one of the game end conditions is
triggered, you win with most bugs in your
bug heap.
Dagmar de Cassan
A game not only for bug lovers!

Sounds more complicated than it is - the
core mechanism is stop or risk, albeit with
demanding very careful handling of rolls
and card rows. The roll of your predecessor
must be taken over unchanged before you
decide how many dice you want to reroll,
and also the sliding of cards into your own
catch must be done cautiously and correctly. A nice filler game and a cute version
of a familiar mechanism. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Johann Potma
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2019
www.zoch-verlag.com

2-5
AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Dice, stop or risk
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple core mechanism * Nice booty
mechanism * Needs careful handling * Nice
filler game
Compares to:
All dice games with a stop or risk mechanism

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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u BANDITTI / BERMUDA PIRATES

BANDITTI

WHERE IS THE KEY?

Play robber for once and steal
the loot of other robbers! On a
game board you this is allowed!
But where is the loot hidden? Is
the oil lamp in the basement?
Is the sausage in the bedroom?
Or will I find the money in the
bathroom? Each player takes a
robber house, complete with
floors, walls, and roof parts for
five rooms on three levels, and
puts it down with the open

4
rooms facing him. You also get
five loot chips of one color and
Distribute them at your discretion in the rooms, one chip per
room - basement, kitchen, living
room, bedroom, and bathroom.
Loot items are Hat, Key, Money,
Oil lamp and Sausage.
Then players are active in turn
and roll the die: If you rolled one,
two or three Robber Sacks, you
may pose one, two or three yes/

BERMUDA PIRATES

TREASURES AND DANGEROUS WATERS
In the infamous Bermuda Triangle, pirates want to loot treasure from a far-flung island. This
island in the middle of the board
is filled with treasures in four colors, and each pirate begins with
his boat on the starting island
of the same color and takes - in
relation to the desired degree of
difficulty - zero to three buoys.
As the active player you move
your boat towards the island or

14

7

one of the treasures floating in
the sea; to move the boat you
can only use one finger, placed
at the back of the boat. If you
arrive at your target, you load
a treasure into your boat - your
boat must touch the landing
stage or the floating treasure
for loading and you can only
take treasures in colors that are
not yet secured on your starting
island. After loading, you either

ISSUE 538 / APR/MAY/JUN 2020

no questions to another player,
for instance “xxx, is the oil lamp
in your living room?” In case of
two or three questions, you can
ask all questions of the same
player or distribute them to different players as you like. If you
rolled the gift symbol, you may
demand a piece of loot from a
player of your choice, without
naming a room. If you asked a
correct question or made a correct wish, you receive the chip
and put it on your Robber Sack
board. You win if you collected
any five items.
In a variant for players ages 5+,
you can distribute the chips any
way you want, putting more
than one chip into a room and
leaving rooms empty.
As is the case with all Beleduc
games, this one, too, impresses
with enchanting components
and very felicitous mechanisms
that are fun to play and at the
same time convey educational
content - e.g. formulate questions and name items or rooms.
þ

INFORMATION

return to your starting island to
secure the treasure or move on
to collect other treasures. If you
want, you can place or relocate
a buoy or remove one from the
board .
When the boat is stopped by a
vortex = magnet, you lose treasures from your boat, unless
they land on your own island or if your boat is grounded by an
obstacle or moves off board, or
if you return to your starting island, your turn ends. Buoys can
mark vortexes or be put on safe
positions to trick other players.
If you have a treasure of each
color on your island, you win at
the end of the round. Includes
a version „Schatzraub“ with the
option to steal treasure from
other players‘ starting islands.
Hunting for treasures is fun,
vortexes are well hidden and
always somewhere else due to
the modular set-up of the board.
The magnetic effect works very
well and the beautiful components add to the fun to play.
True summer family fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Karin Hetling
Artist: Peter Braun
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2020
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, questions,
collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty components
* Nice haptic experience *
Training deductive thinking
and asking questions
Compares to:
All collecting game with questions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jeppe Norsker
Artist: C. G. 3D, A. Dion
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2020
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Dexterity, magnetics
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Modular set-up provides
good replay value * Good
family game * Children
can play alone * Attractive
components * (c) image JC
Dorals (BGG)
Compares to:
Leinen los! for boat movement
Other editions:
Foxmind (en fr)

www.gamesjournal.at
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ESCAPE ROOM DAS SPIEL / HILO t

ESCAPE ROOM DAS SPIEL

COOPERATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
In accordance with all Escape
Room scenarios you are „imprisoned“ and need to master tasks
to „escape“. Each of the three
adventures presents the players
with varying challenges. Every
adventure comprises three parts
and each part is competed with a
code using four out of 16 possible
keys, which is entered from left
to right into the Chrono Decoder.
This decoder is switched on and

10

the time of 60 minutes begins to
run when you press “start” after
having read the introductory text
and after opening the envelope
for the actual part of the adventure. Each detail on information
and materials provided is important; don’t forget to look at the
backside of things and take note
of every minute detail and each
word; you need all this information to find puzzles and challeng-

HILO

THREE RED CARDS REDUCE POINTS!
Collect and exchange cards to
have the lowest card value total
in your display.
You are dealt nine cards from a
stack of cards values -1 to 11 in
eight colors and lay them out
face-down in a 3x3 grid, without
looking at them. One card from
the stack begins the discard pile
and all players reveal any two
cards in their displays. Then,
in turn, you draw a card from

www.gamesjournal.at

8

the draw pile or from the discard pile. The open-faced card
from the discard pile replaces
an open or face-down card in
your display, which is discarded
openly. A card from the draw
pile can be swapped for one in
the display - as described - or
you discard it directly openly
and turn up a face-down card
in your display. If you have three
cards of the same color in your

es and to master and solve them.
It is extremely important for the
flow of the game, that you never
open information too early, you
must always wait for the respective instruction to do so. When all
three codes have been correctly
entered into the Chrono Decoder
within 60 minutes, all players
have “escaped” and have won together against the game.
Jumanji is a new adventure as a
Family Edition, you need components from the core game. In the
environment of Jumanji, we experience three adventures, each
featuring three levels: as Trommeln aus dem Wandschrank *
Die Suche nach Jesse * Brecht
den Fluch. In each of the levels of
an adventure you need the code
and insert the four correct keys
into the decoder.
In this family edition, too, you
need teamwork, communication, creativity, close attention
to details and a certain thinking outside the box and beyond
usual patterns. An app offers
background music and complete
solutions can be found on the
website. þ

INFORMATION

display - in a horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal row - discards that
row, lowest value openly on top.
If someone has all cards in his
display revealed, all others have
a final turn and then reveal all
their cards and everyone sums
the card values in their displays.
If you triggered the game end
and do not have the lowest
score, your score is doubled. If
someone tops 99 points, you
win with fewest points at the
end of the round.
Did someone mention Skyjo?
Yes, the game is similar to Skyjo,
in the same way that there are
similarities between many other
groups of games featuring similar core mechanisms, but a lot
is essentially different: 2-6 players instead of 2-8 * Card values
-1 to 11 in eight colors instead
of -2 to 12 in irregular amounts
* 3x3 grid instead 4x3 * Rows
of color instead of numbers, so
only 3 out of 11, and three direction instead of only one. So,
a fun, thrilling game and a nice
filler. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60

Designer: Sjaak Griffioen
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 45 Euros
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2019
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Escape room, puzzles
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Version of the Exit Room
Principle * Provides four adventures * With electronic
game unit
Compares to:
All Exit / Escape Room
Games
Other editions:
Identity Games (en nl)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Svensson, StrØmfors
Artist: Jan R. Hansen, L. Schiffer
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Collecting, low score
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Known core mechanism *
Essentially different mechanism details * Simple rules *
A few tactical possibilities
Compares to:
Skyjo, Golf
Other editions:
Currently none
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u INVASION OF THE COW SNATCHERS / KRASSERFALL

INVASION OF THE COW SNATCHERS

BEAM UP COWS, AVOID OBSTACLES!
Aliens came to Earth to study
its most bizarre inmates, the
cows! You are one of them and
pilot the UFO across the farm,
avoid obstacles and beam four
cows and the bull into the UFO.
The farm meadow features 16
squares and a transparent cover;
the obstacles - fences, hay bales,
corn fields and barns - are barriers that are placed in grooves
between the squares; the silo is a

6

building that covers one square.
There are magnetic discs representing four cows in four colors
and a red bull. IN each of the 60
puzzles in five levels of difficulty
you place the obstacles shown
on the task card and the cows
as stated into the meadow and
cover the meadow with transparent cover. The Ufo starts on
top of the cover in the position
given by the card and you slide

KRASSERFALL

THE LIFE BELT’ WEIGHT CAN HELP, TOO!
A race along the river - you first
place your three team pawns
into boats, add the life belt to a
random boat and then roll the
die in turn. Depending on the
result you advance the boat
in the resulting color, or relocate a pawn or the life belt to
another boat. Not exactly exiting, is it? There is, however, the
special set-up of the river and
the boats. The game needs a

16

6

normal dining table to play - it
does not work on a low table
or on the floor - and the board
is laid out so that the safety net
part of it hovers in the air at the
table’s edge. Boats in the game
are printed on clear plastic
strips which are inserted into
the board and which carry a fish
as a counterweight under the
free-hovering part of the board;
with each forward motion of a
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it along the cover, always orthogonally, towards the cow of
your choice. The order in which
you pick up the cows does not
matter in the first four levels, but
the bull must always be the last
disc to be picked up. The difficulty is presented by the varying heights of the obstacles - no
cow can be flown across the
barns, only one across the corn
fields, two cows can be taken
across the fences and three
cows can go over the hay bales.
If the silo is in play, you cannot
cross it at any time. In the Genius level, you can store cows,
but never the bull, temporarily
on corn circles, and the puzzle
gives a color sequence template
for the cows that must be met to
solve the puzzle correctly.
Thinkfun with an emphasis on
fun! The magnetic component
works well and the topic is cute
in this nice addition to the range
of logic puzzles, suitable not
only for kids. þ

INFORMATION

boat, the hanging part of the
strip gets longer and therefore
heavier and inevitably at one
point heavier than the boat and
the boat is pulled over the edge
into the safety net. Boat and
crew are out of the game for the
round. So, you try to keep your
own boat safe by placing pawns
in it- not necessarily your own,
as heavy ones as possible. This
needs a bit of tactic and a lot of
luck in the rolls. When all boats
but one have been pulled over
the edge, the owner of the
pawns in the last remaining
boat in the river earn medals
in relation to pawn sizes, and
a new round begins. If you are
first to collect six or more medals, you win.
Simply fantastic! In the end, its a
lot of chance a little bit of tactic
in relocating pawns and life belt,
but extremely thrilling to watch
and see the boats get nearer
and nearer to the rim. There is
even a little well-hidden physics
in there! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

6+

TIME:

var

Designer: Bob Hearn
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 39 Euro
Publ.: Thinkfun / Ravensburger 2020
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Logic puzzle
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice combination of
mechanisms * Very pretty
components * First levels
rather easy
Compares to:
All logic puzzles involving
shunting
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Bernhard Weber
Artist: M. Erdt, N. Nowatzyk
Price: ca. 39 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2020
wwww.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Roll & move
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing implementation
of a simple mechanism *
Ease basic rules * Attractive components * Series
Kinderspiele für Groß und
Klein * Good family game
despite series allocation
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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MAN MUSS AUCH GÖNNEN KÖNNEN

ROLLS FOR ALL!

Currently one of the booming
genres in games are roll & mark
games like this one. Here, you
use dice results to acquire cards
for your display and to complete
cards in your display. The market
track for scoring cards and bonus cards is laid out and shows
the number of identical dice you
need to buy either type of card
at a given position.
At the start you draw two cards

8
from both bonus and scoring
card stacks, give one of them
back and begin your display
with the remaining three cards,
in a grid maximum 3x3, the
cards can be placed edge to
edge or corner to corner, any
way you like, but never relocated or replaced
The active player rolls all five
dice and can set aside and reroll,
maximum three times. Set-aside

SPICY

BLUFF WITH CHILI AND WASABI
Some game mechanisms, like
the core mechanism of this bluff
game, Mogeln, seem to have
been around forever and a day.
The mechanism has now been
picked up with a cute background story, amazing design,
and well-working rule detail
changes:
Three cats fight for dominance
by eating spices. There are
number cards for chili, wasabi,

www.gamesjournal.at

and pepper as well as spice and
number joker cards, you are
dealt six cards; trophy cards are
displayed and the “Verbrannt”
card is inserted into the stack,
suiting the number of players.
The first player names and plays
a card of value 1-3 and draws
a card. The next player names
the same spice and a higher
number, after 10 you go back
to 1, 2 or 3. The top card can

dice are taboo for other players;
but from re-rolled dice, the other players = passive players may
select one result and enter it on
one of their cards in the display.
After the third roll the latest, the
active player resolves his result,
he need not use all five dice. He
can use the result to buy a card
from the market or to complete
a card. This you can only do if
you can completely fill the card
with the result. After three rolls,
you can also, instead of resolving the roll, use a Chance and
use two dice in the roll like a
passive player or draw a card
from one of the stacks. If you
put the 9th card into your display, all score their display after
the end of this round and a last
final round.
An attractive and well-working
addition to the genre; especially
interesting und unusual for the
genre is the involvement of all
players in each roll due to the
option to use a result as a passive player. þ

INFORMATION

be challenged any time, even
when a player passed after it
was played. If you challenge a
card, you touch the card and say
exactly what you challenge, for
instance “not 9” or “not wasabi”.
In case of an inexact challenge,
you have lost the challenge automatically. Whoever is correct,
takes all cards that were played,
the loser draws two cards and
begins a new stack. If you play
your last card, you announce
this; if the card is not challenged
or you win the challenge, you
take a trophy card and win the
game with two trophy cards.
If someone takes the last trophy card or if the “Verbrannt”
card appears, the game ends
and you score your collected
cards with one point each, each
card in hand is a penalty point.
For more challenging variants
there are Extrascharf cards that
change the rules, you can use
one or two for a game.
Known, yes, but well varied,
beautiful, and luxurious, plays
quickly and a poker face is an
advantage - an enjoyable renaissance. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: U. Blum, J. Merkl
Artist: Schiffer, designstudio1.de
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2020
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll & mark
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very well-working mechanisms * Interesting due to
use of results by other players * Good mix of bonus
cards and scoring cards
Compares to:
All Roll & Mark Games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Zoltán Györi
Artist: Jimin Kim
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publ.: Heidelbär Games 2020
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en hu nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar core mechanism
* Cute and nice details *
Luxurious components *
Fantastic graphic design
Compares to:
Bluff, Mogeln, Kakerlakenpoker ...
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Gém Klub Knt. (hu)
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TRUTH BOMBS

WHERE WOULD XXX WANT TO BE NOW?
Give answers and guess the
giver of answers - standard
mechanism, but nicely varied.
Questions are placed on colored mats - always one less than
there are players - and each
player marks an - so far still empty - answer sheet with his name
and hands it to the player to his
left. The answer sheet shows a
color-marked slot for each of the
color mats.

Then each player selects one
question from the table for a
slot not yet filled on the sheet
and enters the answer to that
question - that he thinks suits
the owner of the sheet - into
the corresponding slot: E.g. the
answer to “what would be the
name for xxx’s restaurant” into
the blue slot of xxx’s sheet, if
the question is on the blue mat.
The sheet is then handed to the

YŌKAI

CHAOS AMONG JAPANESE SPIRITS
You need to calm the Japanese
Yōkai spirits because they have
become mixed up - you need
to sort them by color families,
but cannot communicate about
color or position.
There are four Yōkai each in
four colors - Kitsune ret, Kappa
green, Rokurokubi purple and
Oni blue; there are clue cards
featuring 1, 2 or 3 colors and
also neighborhood cards and

18

double-sided goal cards for versions.
Yōkai cards are laid out facedown in a 4x4 grid; clue cards
are drawn in relation to player
numbers, shuffled and stacked
face-down.
Players are active in turn and
have three action in given sequence: 1. Look at two cards in
the grid. 2. Shunt a card in the
grid, the grid cannot be split in

ISSUE 538 / APR/MAY/JUN 2020

next player on the left. When all
sheets have been filled, players in turn announce the name
of the owner of the sheet currently in front of them, and all
answers. The owner of the sheet
then selects the answer he likes
best and guesses its author. The
author makes himself known
and scores a point; if the owner
guessed the author correctly, he
scores, too. When all sheets have
been scored, you win with most
points. In case of a tie a new card
is played and answered by all involved in the tie themselves; the
other players select the best answer and thus the winner.
The questions are creative and
funny - Which McDonalds dish
would that person be? - Where
would that person go if she
could travel in time?.... What I
like very much is the missing
embarrassment in the question,
you can play this game with
any group of players. Creativity is necessary, information on
players not necessary and fun
is guaranteed! Who thought
that my color scheme would be
green/purple? þ

INFORMATION

two at the end of the shunt, but
can have another shape and
gaps are possible; each card
must be orthogonally adjacent
to at least one other card. 3.
Reveal or place a revealed clue
card. If you place a clue card on
a Yōkai card, this card is locked
and cannot be shunted or
looked at. The clue card shows
one, two or three color families
to which the Yōkai underneath
could belong.
When the active player, instead
of doing his turn, announces
that the Yōkai are correctly arranged, or when the last clue
card has been placed, the game
ends and all Yōkai are revealed.
When the Yōkai are sorted correctly, all win together. For more
difficult games you can use
neighborhood cards or goal
cards, they give placement demands for the Yōkai, or you can
play using different rules for using clue cards.
Very, very sophisticated, this interesting variant of cooperation
without communication, difficult and intolerant of mistakes,
but challenging fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

TIME:

14+

var

Designer: Phil Lester
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: HCM Kinzel 2020
www.hcm-kinzel.eu

EVALUATION
Party, write/guess answers
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard principle * Wellmade version * Cute and
witty questions
Compares to:
All party games using writing answers / guessing
Other editions:
Big Potato

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Julien Griffon
Artist: Christine Alcouffe
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2020
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Sorting, hidden information,
cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful design * Unusual
mechanism * Very intolerant of mistakes * Only communication via clue cards
Compares to:
All games with hidden information
and without communication
Other editions:
Bankiiiz (en fr), Playagame (it)
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A glimpse into the International Games Museum, the
former Austrian Games Museum

SPECIAL

like a mask, in which the sequence of colored
marbles determines the next actions.

Unlimited travels on game boards!
There can be any number of travel warnings and
restrictions enforced all over Europe, with our games
we can pass all borders and enjoy a trip around
Europe.
Ideas for our destinations we get from DKT Europa
from Piatnik, a themed version of the Austrian
version of Monopoly for 3 or more players, ages 8+.
We buy real estate in 21 European countries and use
them according to the familiar rules.

Our first destination is Venice, where we are
INKOGNITO in the deduction game classic by Alex
Randolph and Leo Colovini for 3-4 players, ages 10+,
first published by MB in 1988. As agents on secret
mission we collect information and identify our
partner, using the famous dice Menetekel, shaped

Our next task awaits us in Spain, we need to build an
Alhambra, in Dirk Henn’s tile placement game for
2-6 players, ages 8+, at Queen Games 2003.
Building tiles are bought and placed or you
rearrange your Alhambra to achieve most
tiles of a kind and as long an outer wall as
possible.
In Portugal, we try our hand at port wine
making in Vintage by Gil d’Orey for 2-4
players, ages 10+, published by Mebo Games
in 2011. In the lovely Douro Valley, we buy
vineyards, plant vines, harvest, move the boat
to transport barrels or store wine, age it and
sell it.
Maybe we had too much of a taste of
our products, because suddenly we find

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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SPECIAL
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u TRAVELS ON GAME BOARDS

ourselves in the realm of legend, in Atlantis,
supposedly somewhere west of Portugal. In this tile
collecting game by Leo Colovini for 2-4 players, ages
10+, we move along a track of treasure tiles, pay
for our movements with cards and need bridges to
cross water created by picking up treasure tiles, or
pay for the crossing, too. If we have all our residents
safe on the mainland, we win with the most valuable
treasures.

We continue to France to a double classic, as a
tourist destination and game - Carcassonne by
Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-4 players, ages 8+, at Hans
im Glück, 2000. Again, we place tiles, this time to
complete roads, cities, monasteries, and meadows
where we placed our meeples to score.

Back in reality, albeit in the past, we are in England,
in London, needing rebuilding after the fire of 1666.
For each district in the game by Martin Wallace for
3-4 players, ages 13+, at Treefrog Games 2010, there
are varying building costs, victory point values and
numbers of cards that you draw after constructing
a building. Only the optimum combination of cards
gives you victory.

In Belgium, we visit the capital with Bruxelles
1893, a building and worker placement game for
2-5 players, ages13+, by Etienne Espreman at Pearl
Games / Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2013. We are
architects and build the first Art Deco buildings and
create works of art and our masterpiece for fame and
influence. We bid for actions with money and score
abilities, bonuses, completed work and money.
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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In The Netherlands, we are greeted by Die Kaufleute
von Amsterdam who welcome us to their families.
In the auction game by Reiner Knizia for 2-5
players, ages 10+, from Jumbo in 2000, we acquire
shares in the commodity stock market for power
in Amsterdam and the colonies. Trade posts in the
colonies and share value changes for sugar, gems,
spices, and silk are only some of the actions; the

www.gamesjournal.at

SPECIAL

Mayor decides which cards he keeps, auctions or
discards.
A long leg in our journey takes us across the sea to
Russia into Sankt Petersburg, published 2004 by
Hans im Glück und created by Michael Tummelhofer
- a pen name for the designers Michael Bruinsma, Jay
Tummelson and Bernd Brunnhofer - for 2-4 players,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 22 and 23
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GALLERY
SPECIAL
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ages 10+. You acquire and display
craftsmen, buildings, and noblemen
to reconstruct the evolving and
development of the city.
Our next destination is Turkey,
Istanbul by Rüdiger Dorn at Pegasus
Spiele 2014, a worker placement
game for 2-5 players, ages 10+. We
move about in the Basar quarters
with our merchants and assistants,
acquire commodities, transport
them to destinations and swap the
income for rubies.
Greece welcomes us with blue
seas, white buildings and blue roof
cupolas on Santorin in Santorini,
an abstract placement game for 2-4
players, ages 8+, published by Spin
Master in 2017. We build by placing
workers and then placing building
blocks next to the worker; cupolas
must be placed on level 4 and block
spaces. Cards for gods from Greek
mythology give special abilities.
Our holiday is nearing its end, but
we want to get in a tour around
Germany before going home, so we
play Zug um Zug Deutschland, a
railway track building game for 2-5
players, ages 8+, by Alan R. Moon at
Days of Wonder 2012. As in all Zug
um Zug games, we acquire cards,
build track and score tracks between
cities and completed destination
cards.
Back home in Austria, we finish our holiday with a
well-earned stay in Grand Hotel Austria, another
worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+, by
Simone Luciani and Virginio Gigli at Lookout Spiele
2015. We must fulfil customer demands and do this
by placing dice on action slots. There is a multitude
of actions, from taking cake to customers in the
coffee shop to paying personnel.
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

ÖSTERREICHISCHER SPIELEPREIS 2020 / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

Spiel der Spiele und Spiele Hits 2020
A new decade, new award winners, two new categories and lists of recommendations!
Too much? No, because confronted by the enormous spectrum, the varying areas of
interest and especially by the constantly increasing number of published games in the
German-speaking countries we had to do some adjustment which seemed necessary
to properly meet our task of providing information. Would we, to the contrary, only
award a prize to one game, the questions abut a good game for children, a good card
game or a good game for experts, would remain unanswered as would the question of
“which trends are developing?” Thus should
the recommendation lists, that we compiled
for the first time, be seen, as they also shed
some light on the decision finding of the jury,
as the games on those lists were the ones
that managed to be in the final group for
consideration as a prize-winner. And this, of
course, is already an award, even if the Spiele
Hit award was narrowly missed.
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Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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